
Helena-West Helena School District
Curriculum Document

Grade 12 English

Unit 1: Epic Heroes
Enduring Understanding:
Students will understand where history ends and legend begins.

Essential Questions(s):
Who are the people behind legends in literature?
What is real and what is fantasy?

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 1: Unit Preview
Blast: Epic Heroes
British Literature and History: The Anglo-Saxon Period and Middle Ages (449-1485)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Explore background information about legends and culture.
● Research using the hyperlinks to learn about legends and the appeal of storytelling throughout history.

Standards:
Textual Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Respond to a Prompt
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Legends, aspirations, perception, handed-down, majority, exaggerated, clouded by, damsels in distress, serfs, infamy,

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Where does history end and legend begin?
2. Ask students what they know about myths and legends. Do they have a sense of how these stories influence their understanding of history? 
3. Have students view an image of a representation of the legendary figure Paul Revere, such as this one at: http://tinyurl.com/ppvjup3. Discuss

how the mural represents elements of real life as well as details that make the figure a legend, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this image?
● How are Paul Revere and his horse depicted in this image?
● What elements of real life do you see? How might those elements have been exaggerated?

http://tinyurl.com/ppvjup3


● What impact do legends like that of Paul Revere have on history?
4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. As they read, ask students to complete the

fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.
5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● Why does the writer share the example of "back in my day" stories? 
● What are legends? 
● How have legends influenced our view of ancient history? 
● How have legends influenced our view of our own US history? 

6. Ask students to write their Blast response. Have students attempt to draft their Blast without the sentence frame on their Access 2 handout.
If students struggle to compose their Blast draft without the sentence frame, remind them to reference it for support.

7. Break students into groups and create a jigsaw reading for British Literature and History: The Anglo-Saxon Period and Middle Ages
(449-1485). Have each group report to the class.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Epic Heroes
Blast Response - Student Model
Access handouts 1, 2, 4 
http://tinyurl.com/ppvjup3

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 2: Literary History
The Epic and the Epic Hero
The Development of English

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Explore background information about legends and culture.
● Learn about legends and the appeal of storytelling throughout history.

Standards:
Central/Main Idea
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Enthralled, demonic, perilous, anthropologists, meter, superhuman

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students brainstorm and draft a response to the question: What do Spider-Man, Harry Potter, Beowulf, and Odysseus all have in

common?
2. Individually, in groups, or as a class, read The Epic and the Epic Hero. Have students take notes on the main points discussed.

http://tinyurl.com/ppvjup3


3. Pair students and have them answer the following questions:
● Based on the first paragraph, what is the relationship between epics and the earliest history of the societies that produced the epic?
● Based on this text, were epics ever, sometimes, or always composed by recognized individuals? Support your answer with evidence from

the text.
● What are two central ideas found in this text? Use evidence from the text to support your answer.
● In the second paragraph, the text describes audiences listening to early epics, enthralled by the adventures they hear about. Use context

clues to define enthralled.
● In the section on the epic hero, we read that the epic hero almost always defeats his enemies, “be they human or demonic.” Based on

context clues, what does demonic mean?
4. In pairs or small groups, ask students to use devices to research different aspects of the Anglo-Saxon period and the epic

poem Beowulf. Assign each group a topic to investigate:
● Geography, national boundaries, and invasions in present-day Britain and Scandinavia during the Anglo-Saxon period.
● Germanic traditions and folklore, including Norse myths, that precede Beowulf and the rise of Christianity.
● The epic tradition, including Gilgamesh, and the Iliad and the Odyssey, The Song of El-Cid, and the The Song of Roland (and the roots of

these works in oral storytelling).
If you are in a low-tech classroom, you can provide photocopies of background materials on the Anglo-Saxon period and the epic tradition for
students to read and discuss.

Materials/Resources:
The Epic and the Epic Hero

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 3: First Read
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere (1910)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Impact of Word Choice
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6



Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Anglo-Saxon, contend, slaying, archetypal, liegemen, moorland, trod, mere, bairn, atheling, spake, wot, reft, thane, welkin, nicors, girt him, orator,
blenched, durst not

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of Beowulf.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Beowulf. The introduction provides context for the excerpts taken from sections XX and

XXI.
3. After students read the introduction, have them use the information provided to facilitate a prereading discussion to get them thinking about

the events and themes in Beowulf.
● Have you ever wanted to get even for a wrong done to you?
● How common is it for an act of violence to be returned in kind?
● What legacy would you like to leave the world? What values and characteristics would you like people to remember you for

when you are gone?
4. Because Beowulf is from the Anglo-Saxon period, it contains a number of archaic words that might interfere with student comprehension.

Before students read the text, explain the meaning of the words.
5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of asking and answering questions by using a Think Aloud that

talks students through the first few lines of the excerpt.
6. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support them as they

highlight and annotate the text.
7. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the following questions:

● Why is Hrothgar particularly upset at the death of Aeschere? 
● What does Hrothgar offer Beowulf as a reward for hunting down Grendel's mother? 
● Besides expressing his values (righting wrongs and seeking glory, even in the face of danger) and saying that he will take on the

challenge of Grendel's mother, what else can you infer about the purpose of Beowulf's speech in section XXI? 
● How can "doom" be a good thing? Explain what Beowulf means in lines 1390–1393. 
● How do they find Grendel's mother?  How does asking and answering questions help you determine this information?

8. Put students into small groups and give them a prompt to discuss. Stress the importance of using both academic language and formal English
correctly and citing textual evidence in their conversations to support their ideas.
Discussion prompt:

● What are some pros and cons of living by the warrior code described by Beowulf in the selection?
● Which character has the most justification for seeking revenge?

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Beowulf
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4



Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 4: Skill Lessons
Story Elements
Word Meaning

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of story elements.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and analyzing story elements.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn the definition of word meaning.
● Practice using concrete strategies for determining meanings of unknown words.

Standards:
Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Plot, character, setting, portrayed, sequence, atmosphere, somber, foreboding, cohesion, mercenary, pithy, tome, urbane, quagmire, vex, boor,
apprise, metaphor, technical term, statistics, simile, definition, first-person pronouns, prefix, suffix, root, preliminary determination

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on story elements with your students. Make sure your students know all three elements of a story -plot,

character, and setting- as well as how the three elements are interrelated. 
2. Have students complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
3. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of story elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class,

engage students in a discussion about story elements.
● How does a story's plot help us to determine its genre? 
● What information helps us to determine a story's setting? 
● What qualities do your favorite characters from books and movies share? 
● Can you think of an example from a movie, TV show, or book when the setting had an impact on the plot or characters? 

4. Have students independently read the Model section.
5. Have students complete the guided reading questions on the Access 4 handout as they read. Let them know that they'll use these answers to

help participate in the discussion about the Model.
6. Have students read the definition of word meaning. Either in small groups or as a whole class use these questions to engage students in a

discussion about word meaning.



● What are context clues and how are they helpful in determining word meaning? 
● What are affixes? What is the difference between suffixes and prefixes? 
● Read the example using the word "conceive. " As a class, make a list of other verbs that can change meanings using the

affixes -able and -ly. Then make a list of other affixes that could be used with those words.
● Why is flowery language appropriate for a poem? 
● Why is technical language appropriate for an informational text? 
● Do you prefer to read flowery or technical language? Why?

7. Have students answer the comprehension questions to test for understanding.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on story elements in Beowulf
Skills lesson on word meaning in Beowulf
Vocabulary handout: Context Clues
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 5: Close Read
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere (1910)
Skills Lesson: Figurative Language

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying story elements, word meaning, and figures of speech.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Learn the definition of figurative language.
● Practice concrete strategies for identifying figurative language.

Standards:
Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Interpret Figures of Speech
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A
Produce and Strengthen Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Kenning, avenged, ravaged, treacherous, fruitlessly, brandished, exaggerated, emphasizes, raises the stakes, fantastical



Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language with your students. Make sure students understand the difference between literal

and figurative language and ask them to write down the seven examples of figurative language in the video, with a definition and example
for each.

2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole
class use these questions to spur discussion among your students about figurative language.

● What is figurative language and how do authors use it?
● What examples of figurative language can you come up with from your reading?
● What is hyperbole? Have you ever used hyperbole in conversation? Why did you choose to use that figure of speech? What did it

convey?
3. Have students independently read the Model section. Have students complete the guided reading questions on their Access handout as they

read.
4. Asks students to create their own new superhero using hyperbole to describe him or her (e.g., Punctuality Man! Never a second late. Never a

second early. Always on time! More regular than the Earth's rotation around the Sun! or School Spirit Girl! Cheers louder than a 747. Goes to
more events than a politician during election year. Bleeds the Green and Gold!).

5. Project the text, Beowulf, onto the board and model a close reading of section XX. Identify the use of alliteration and point out how the
alliteration creates and sustains a rhythm in the passage. Identify instances of hyperbole in the passage.

6. Have students read and annotate the excerpt.
7. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:

● What words and phrases does the poem use to describe Aeschere and Beowulf? What makes these characters similar? Cite textual
evidence to support your answer. 

● What obstacles and creatures do the Danish men encounter on their quest? How does the setting influence your understanding of
Beowulf as an epic hero? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 

● Bravery was a key quality during the Anglo-Saxon period. How does the poet use hyperbole to accentuate this quality? Cite textual
evidence to support your answer.

8. A kenning is a compound word or noun phrase that identifies something or someone in a poetic way. There are a number of them
in Beowulf. Have students focus on the one in the opening line of the excerpt, "helmet-of-Scyldings," which describes Hrothgar. Knowing that
he is a king, what do you think this kenning means?  Now have students identify more kennings in the excerpt.

9. Point out the repetition of "h" in line 1332: "h ewed the h elm-boars; h ero famed." Have students find more examples of alliteration in the
excerpt, and ask them to describe the effect those examples have on the style of the selection.

10. Have students write ten lines of verse modeling the use of kenning and alliteration in the excerpt from Beowulf.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on figurative language in Beowulf
Close Read lesson on Beowulf
Beowulf Vocabulary handout



Short Constructed Response - Informative/Explanatory Student Model
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 6: Blast
Conflict Resolution

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Explore background information about the factors and key issues surrounding conflict resolution.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about conflict resolution, including legal codes, geopolitical peace talks and awards, and

gang violence.

Standards:
Text Analysis and Text Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Introduce and Develop Claim(s) & Counterclaim(s)
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Pervades, fixed, broker, slain, getting even, redressed, primal, condone

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Can you ever "get even"?
2. Ask students to define what "getting even" means.
3. Ask students what they know about conflict resolution. Can they think of any examples in their own lives where they have had to resolve

conflict?
4. Have students view photographs of a prank war gone too far, such as the ones shown here that took place between juniors and seniors in

high school: http://tinyurl.com/nswv2bv/. Discuss how the picture represents groups of people attempting to get revenge, prompting
students with questions such as:
● What is happening in these photos?
● How is pulling a prank on someone a form of revenge?
● How do you think the people who pulled the prank felt afterward?
● What consequences likely await the people who pulled this prank?

5. In their notebooks or on scrap paper, have students draft their initial responses to the driving question. When drafting their initial response
to the driving question, have students refer to this Blast sentence frame on their Access 1 and 2 handouts.

6. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access 4 handout.

http://tinyurl.com/nswv2bv


7. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● To what does "eye for eye" justice refer? 
● When was the Code of Hammurabi recorded? 
● What solution did people use in the Anglo-Saxon period to reduce revenge killings?
● What current societal group in the United States battles the problem of revenge killings?

8. Ask students to write their Blast response.

Materials/Resources:
Blast: Conflict Resolution
Blast Response - Student Model
Access handouts 1, 2, 4 
http://tinyurl.com/nswv2bv/

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 7: First Read
Grendel by John Gardner
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 1-2)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and to build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Word Meaning
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Vocabulary Knowledge
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Outcast, bemoaning, brutish, retelling, perception, meadhall, tormented, victualers, harper, cackle, leaden, lure, conversion

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of Grendel.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Grendel. The introduction provides context for the excerpts taken from Chapter 4.
3. Based on the introduction, ask students to make predictions about how Grendel's narrative will differ from the narrative in Beowulf. 

http://tinyurl.com/nswv2bv/


4. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a prereading discussion to get students thinking about the events
and themes in Grendel.
● Have you ever been torn between doing the right thing and doing the wrong thing? Explain.
● How can envy contribute to evil?
● How do you think Grendel might be similar to his mother?

5. Post the following quote: "Knowledge is power. Power to do evil . . . or power to do good. Power itself is not evil. So knowledge itself is not
evil." (Allegiant, Veronica Roth)
● What do you think this quotation means?
● Do you agree with this quotation? Why or why not?
● How would you define evil?

6. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of visualizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first three paragraphs of text. 

7. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access handouts to support
them as they highlight and annotate the text.

8. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the following questions:
● What are the Danes doing during the first part of the excerpt? 
● Which sentence in Paragraph 3 is the strongest evidence of the theme of good versus evil? 
● When Grendel tells the snake, "I knew him when," whom is he talking about? (Paragraph 3) 
● What does Grendel carry out of the forest?
● How did visualizing the characters and their actions help you better understand the excerpt?

9. As a class, reread and discuss lines 1-188 of Beowulf. In lines 115-188, the writer describes Grendel’s first attack. Ask students to analyze how
this description differs from the one presented in chapter 4 of Grendel.

10. What might have happened if Grendel had a chance to speak with Hrothgar before the Danes attacked him? Have students write an alternate
ending to the scene, drawing inspiration from the characterization and tone of Grendel. Have students share their endings.

11. Ask students to write a strong claim that clearly states their position of the following topic: "Grendel is a misunderstood individual who is not
as bad as the Danes make him out to be." Once students have written their claims, ask them to read their claims to a small group of their
peers. This activity will provide them practice writing claims, and will also expose them to claims written by their peers.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Grendel
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 1-2)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 8: Skill Lesson
Theme
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910



(Sections 3-5)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of theme.
● Practice using concrete strategies for determining theme.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Theme
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Theme, moral, infer, inference, title, discern, infamous, intent, duality, ambiguity

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on theme with your students. Have students complete the matching exercise on the Access handouts as

they watch the video. 
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of theme. Either in small groups or as a whole class use these

questions to engage students in a discussion about theme.
● What steps does the definition give to find theme?  Why is theme so difficult to identify? 
● What kinds of themes can writers express out of conflicts in stories? Can you think of any themes that are unrelated to conflict? 
● How does the development of theme in a poem differ from a short story, a novel, or a nonfiction article?
● Do you think an author chooses a theme before starting to write a book?
● Can a reader ever detect a theme that the author did not intend?
● Can a book or movie ever not have a theme?

3. Have students independently read the Model section.
4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to infer

the theme of the passage:
● What's the first step this Model uses to begin looking for the passage's theme? 
● Why does the Model start by determining the passage's point of view instead of just diving into looking for the theme? 
● What does the Model analyze first? What does the Model conclude about Grendel? 
● How does the setting of Grendel contribute to its theme? 
● Look back at the selection. What other descriptions of the setting would support the Model's conclusions about theme and setting? 
● In pairs or small groups, have students summarize theme, using the definition and the Identification and Application sections.

5. As a class, read and discuss lines 189-370 of Beowulf.
6. Ask students to analyze the writer’s descriptions of Beowulf, Beowulf’s dialogue, and Wulfgar’s description of Beowulf to make inferences

about the central themes of lines 189-370.



Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on theme in Grendel
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 3-5)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 9: Skill Lesson
Media
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 6-8)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of media.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing two versions of the same story.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Multiple Interpretations of a Story
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Media, form, language, audience, source text, interpretation, indiscriminately, sympathetic, objectives

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on media with your students. Have students complete the matching exercise on the Access handouts as

they watch the video. 
2. As a class, ask students to list reasons they might consume media, such as to learn something new, to catch up with friends, and so on. Write

these reasons on the board. Then ask students which medium is best to accomplish each goal and why. Discuss the pros and cons students
mention as they make claims for each medium.

3. Have students independently read the Model section.
4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to analyze

two versions of the same story:
● What distinction does the Model make between the two Grendels? 
● Why does the Model present the last paragraph of the novel excerpt? What does it illustrate?
● How is Gardner's description of Grendel different from the one in the passage from Beowulf? 

5. As a class, read and discuss lines 371-558 of Beowulf.
6. Pair or group students. Have students review both Beowulf and Grendel to compare Grendel's attitude toward the men in Grendel with the

men's attitude toward monsters in Beowulf. Have students complete a Venn diagram, citing textual evidence to support their conclusions.



7. Show students the video clip of Beowulf’s swimming contest with Breca from the 2007 film adaptation of Beowulf. In small groups, ask them
to analyze the differences in the portrayal in the film and in the text. What has been changed in the film? What is the impact of that change?
How is reading the text different from watching the film version?

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on media in Grendel
Venn Diagram for Grendel and Beowulf
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
2007 film adaptation of Beowulf
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 6-8)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 10: Close Read
Grendel by John Gardner

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Guide students through a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for determining theme and comparing media in an excerpt from the novel Grendel (compared with an

excerpt from the poem Beowulf).
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.7
Produce and Strengthen Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Figures of Speech/Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Adorned, belligerent, petulant, vortex, pompous, burgeoning

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first three paragraphs. Make notes that tie the text to the focus skill and

demonstrate what students are looking for as they read. 
2. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read.
3. Have students reread the text. As they reread, remind them to use the comprehension strategy of visualizing that they learned in the First

Read.



4. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to discuss the following questions with a focus on the themes and the differing points
of view presented in Beowulf and in Grendel.
● Why does Hrothgar want to build a great meadhall? Are his motives selfless or selfish? Why? Cite specific textual evidence to support

your statements.
● What words and phrases does Grendel use to describe Hrothgar and the Danes? How do these words and phrases compare to the ones

he uses to describe himself?
● Based on details in the text, who do you think is more monstrous: Grendel or the Danes? Why? How do the varying degrees of

monstrousness help develop the themes of the text? Give evidence to support your opinion.
5. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about outsiders in art and literature; then have them loop back to the

novel Grendel. Remind your students to look at the excerpt and their annotations to find textual evidence to support their ideas.
6. Have students complete the prewriting activity on the Access handouts to organize their thoughts before they write.
7. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers. 

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Grendel
Grendel Vocabulary handout
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 11: First Read
The Ecclesiastical History of the English People by Venerable Bede

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and to build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Author’s Point of view, Perspective, or Purpose
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.6, RI.11-12.10
Research to Answer Questions
W.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.6



Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Monk, Prolific, ecclesiastical, translation, helped pave the way, linguist, tremble, foes, confer, hitherto, zeal, tempest, vain superstitions, cult, girded,
idolatry

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of The Ecclesiastical History of the English People.
2. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for The Ecclesiastical History of the English People. The introduction provides context for the

excerpt taken from "The Anglo-Saxons Embrace Christianity." Explain to students that the text was translated because the author wrote the
text in Latin, as was typical of the religious writing of the time.

3. Put students into small groups and have them research and find answers to the following questions:
● Who were the Anglo-Saxons, and how did they come to rule England?
● What was the political structure of England in the 500s and 600s?
● What was the role of the Christian church in early medieval England and Europe?

4. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the second paragraph of text. 

5. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on the Access 4 handout to support them as they
highlight and annotate the text.

6. Have small groups or pairs of students discuss the following questions and inferences:
● What finally led King Edwin to embrace Christianity? 
● Why did King Edwin ask Paulinus to call his council? 
● Who is Coifi, and what was his response to King Edwin's conversion?
● What reasons do the king's councilmen give in favor of Christianity? 
● Why does Coifi go to Goodmanham and what does he do there? What is symbolic about his choices?

7. Bede's text describes Coifi profaning the idols of the old religion. Destruction of idols, religious sites, and other symbols of religions has
happened throughout history whenever a new religion or new political order wants to assert power. It is often called iconoclasm.
Instruct small groups of students to research examples of iconoclasm in different parts of the world. You may wish to assign groups to
continents or historical eras to ensure diverse topics. Have students take notes on the event to answer the following questions:
● What was the political atmosphere before the iconoclasm took place?
● What group committed the acts, and what was its stated reasoning?
● What was the result of the iconoclasm? Did the offending group stay in power?

8. Have each group present their findings.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Ecclesiastical History of the English People
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:



Day 12: Skill Lesson
Informational Text Elements
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 9-11)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of informational text elements.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Sequence of Events
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Informational text elements, informational text, gleans, undermines, testament, iterations, inhabited, fill in some gaps

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements with your students. Have students complete the matching exercise on

the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video. 
2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a

whole class, use questions to engage students in a discussion about informational text elements.
3. Have students look at the list of types of informational texts in the definition. In pairs, have students compare and contrast the elements they

would expect to find in different types of text. For example, what would they expect to see in a diary that wouldn't appear in a biography, or
vice versa? 

4. Explore the idea of sequence in depth. In small groups, have students describe an event in a clear sequence using transitional words. If it
helps, allow students to create a timeline of their event. 

5. Have students independently read the Model section
6. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to analyze

informational text elements in the selection:
● What does the Model look at first? 
● What does the author of the Model learn from the titles? 
● What does the Model identify in the first quoted paragraph? 
● Why does the Model say Coifi's evidence for conversion is most convincing? 
● What inference does the Model draw about the author of this text? What support does the Model have for this inference? 

7. As a class or in small groups, read and discuss sections 9-11 of Beowulf.



8. Ask students to select a character form Beowulf (Beowulf, Breca, Unferth, Hrothgar, or Wealtheow) and writs a diary entry about the day’s
events from that character’s point of view using text elements appropriate for a diary entry.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on informational text elements in The Ecclesiastical History of the English People
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 9-11)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 13: Skill Lesson
Word Meaning
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 12-14)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Demonstrate an understanding of word meanings.
● Practice using concrete strategies to determine word meanings.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Word Meaning
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Context Clues
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
preliminary determination, prefix, suffix, consult, encountering

Activities & Assessments:
1. Have students read the definition of word meaning. Either in small groups or as a whole class use these questions to engage students in a

discussion about word meanings:
● What do you already know about affixes? How do you use them in your everyday speech? 
● When you use affixes, do you think about them as separate elements? Why or why not? 
● How can knowing the meaning of affixes help you when you encounter a new word?
● Why do poets use flowery language or figures of speech? 
● What are technical terms? 
● Why is it important to pay attention to a word's context?

2. Have students brainstorm a list of words that have a different meaning in a technical context than in an everyday context. Some examples
you may suggest to get students started: bug (computer term), sample (scientific term), and bond (financial term).



3. As a class, have students share affixes they can think of off the top of their heads. You may want to start the list with a few common suffixes
(-ly, -ness, -er) and prefixes (anti-, un-, pro-). Write each affix on the board. Discuss words that use the affixes and how students can use these
affixes as clues to word meaning.

4. Have students create suffix flashcards with the suffix on one side and the meaning and examples on the other. Students can use these
flashcards to study or as references throughout the year.

5. As a class, individually, or in small groups, have students read and discuss sections 12-14 of Beowulf.
6. Ask students to consider the words the writer chooses to describe Beowulf and Grendel, like hero, warrior, monster, fiend. Ask students to

examine sections 12-14 and create a list of opposing words used to describe the two characters. What is the impact of these contrasts? How
do the connotations of these words contribute to that impact?

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on word meaning in The Ecclesiastical History of the English People
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 12-14)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 14: Close Read
The Ecclesiastical History of the English People by Venerable Bede

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of a nonfiction chronicle.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements in an excerpt from The Ecclesiastical History of the English

People.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Figurative, Connotative, and Technical Meanings
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Produce, Strengthen and Share Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Acquisition and Usage
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Consecrated, doctrine, ecclesiastical, expounded, profane, analogy

Activities & Assessments:



1. Project the vocabulary words and definitions onto the board or provide students with handouts, so they can copy the vocabulary into their
notebooks.

2. Create a vocabulary review quiz using Kahoot (www.getkahoot.com). Include questions about definitions and parts of speech. Have students
respond to the questions using class laptops, tablets, or mobile devices.

3. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first five paragraphs.
4. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

the excerpt. 
5. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:

● What is the relationship between King Edwin and his counsellors? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● The profaning of the idols is a key event in the text. Why does the author choose to end the selection with it? Cite specific textual evidence

to support your answer. 
● How is the writer's point of view on Christianity expressed throughout the text? How does his point of view affect your understanding or

enjoyment of the text? 
6. In the text, King Edwin tells Paulinus that he needs to discuss his conversion with his council before being baptized to convince them to

convert as well. As a class, discuss the following prompt:
Think about a big decision or change you've made in your life. Did you have to make that change alone? Were you able to get family and
friends to support you or change with you? Discuss your experiences and how they relate to the text.

7. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about the informational text elements in The Ecclesiastical History of the English
People. Remind students to look at the excerpt and their annotations to find textual evidence to support their ideas.

8. Have students complete the prewriting activity on their Access handouts to organize their thoughts before they write.
9. Ask students to complete the writing assignment, using textual evidence to support their answers. Remind students that they should always

use the literary present tense when writing literary analysis. For example: After much debate, King Edwin embraces Christianity.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Ecclesiastical History of the English People
The Ecclesiastical History of the English People Vocabulary handout
The Ecclesiastical History of the English People Sequence Chart
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
www.getkahoot.com

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 15: Blast
“American Idols”
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 15-18)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)

http://www.getkahoot.com/
http://www.getkahoot.com/


● Explore how the meaning of "idol" has changed over time and analyze celebrity culture in the United States.
● Research using the hyperlinks to learn more about celebrities in contemporary culture.

Standards:
Textual Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Develop Narratives
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.3, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Chronicle, converted, competition, psychologists, obsession, fall flat

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, individually, or in small groups, read and discuss sections 15-18 of Beowulf.
2. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Is it right to hold people to the standard of Idol?
3. Ask students what they think about celebrity culture. Do they think people should treat celebrities as idols? 
4. Have students view a photograph of a long line of people waiting to see a performer, such as the one at:

http://tinyurl.com/q99jws3. Discuss how the picture represents a huge commitment to seeing someone famous, prompting students with
questions such as:
● What is happening in this photo?
● Why do you think these people would wait in such a line overnight?
● Do you think it's worth the time to wait to see a singer or band you love? How long would you wait?
● What are some other events that might cause dedicated people to line up like this?

5. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question.
6. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● How does the Venerable Bede use the word idol in The Ecclesiastical History of the English People? 
● What other meanings of idol does the text explain? 
● What perspectives on celebrity worship does the text present? 
● What does the example of John Hinckley, Jr., illustrate? 

7. Ask students to imagine that they are a celebrity. They can choose any path they wish: actor, pop star, athlete, entrepreneur. Have students
write a diary entry reflecting on how they are portrayed in the media. In their diary entries, students should explore their ideas of fame. How
do they feel about students looking up to them? What is good about all the media attention? What is bad? What would they change about
American celebrity culture, if anything?

8. Ask students to write their Blast response.
9. After completing the Blast, ask students to compare American Celebrity Culture with the story of Finn in sections 16 and 17 of Beowulf. What

similarities and/or differences exist in the way we talk about famous people?

http://tinyurl.com/q99jws3


Materials/Resources:
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 15-18)
Blast: American Idols
Blast Response - Student Model
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
http://tinyurl.com/q99jws3

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 16: First Read
The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Text Analysis and Inference
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Pilgrimage, pay homage, commute his sentence, beholden, fay, heinous, palmers, wend, holt and heath, cuckold, niggards, hostelry, beshrew, plight
me your troth, sovereignty

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of The Canterbury Tales.
2. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for The Canterbury Tales. The introduction provides context for the excerpt taken from the

Prologue as well as "The Wife of Bath's Tale."
3. Based on the introduction, ask students to make predictions about the central ideas they would expect to encounter in this text.
4. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a prereading discussion to get students thinking about the events

and themes in The Canterbury Tales.
● If you were in a storytelling contest, what topic would you write about? What genre would your story be? Why do you think this type of

story would appeal to your audience?
● How would you feel if you had to answer a question correctly or face death?
● If you could save a person from death and receive any favor in return, what would you ask for?

http://tinyurl.com/q99jws3


5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the Prologue to The Canterbury Tales. 

6. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. 
7. Have students write brief summaries of the section following the Prologue, "The Wife of Bath's Tale." Remind students that the purpose of a

summary is to answer as succinctly as possible the questions who? what? where? when? why? and how? and that summaries should be
objective (that is, they should not contain any personal opinions).

8. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the following questions:
● Where are the people traveling and for what reason? (
● In "The Wife of Bath's Tale," what punishment does the knight face before the queen becomes involved? 
● What must the knight do for the queen to avoid punishment? 
● How does the "old wife" save the knight? 
● What does the knight mean when he says, "Take all my wealth and let my body go"? (end of fifth stanza) 
● How does the strategy of visualizing help you understand this excerpt from "The Wife of Bath's Tale"? 

9. Have students listen to the re-creation of a reading of the beginning of the Prologue in Middle English from a YouTube video. Ask them which
words they could recognize from the Modern English adaptation.

10. Pair students and ask them to brainstorm their answers to the question the knight is asked: What do women want? 

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Canterbury Tales
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 17: Skill Lesson
Text Evidence
Extended Writing Project: Narrative Writing

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Instruct students on the definition of textual evidence.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying textual evidence.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of the features of narrative writing.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying features of narrative writing.

Standards:
Identify Text Evidence
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2 RL.11-12.3
Provide Objective Summary
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2



Features of Narrative Writing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.B, W.11-12.3.C, W.11-12.3.D, W.11-12.3.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Intent, context, textual evidence, explicit evidence, inference, valid, allegiance, drawn parallels, ironically, hag, imagined, memoirs, narrators,
techniques, convey, destiny, tyrant, treaty, intention, undertaking sneered, muster, twilight, clout cleave, bloodcurdling screams

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence with your students. Make sure students understand the purpose of finding textual

evidence in an informational or literary text, as well as the difference between explicit and inferred evidence.
2. Have students complete the matching exercise on the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.
3. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class

use these questions to engage students in a discussion about textual evidence. Analyze some of the themes that arise. How are they
strengthened by textual evidence? Do they have the same impact without support?

● Is a direct quotation stronger textual evidence than a paraphrase? 
● Why does a strong inference require textual evidence? 
● Describe a time when you used textual evidence outside of school to support a claim. 
● Can you think of a scenario in which it would be beneficial for a writer or a speaker to either omit or obscure textual evidence?

4. Have students independently read the Model section. 
5. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion:

● According to the second paragraph, what exactly will this Model focus on? 
● What differences between the sexes are suggested in the first passage? Support your responses with evidence from the text. 
● Reread the second passage. How can you tell that the Wife of Bath has a high opinion of women? Support your responses with

evidence from the text. 
● Reread the third passage. What do you think of the knight's reaction towards the hag? Do you think he is being superficial? Or do

you think his reaction is justifiable? 
● What do you think of the tale's message about men and women and what they desire in marriage? Do you think the message still

holds true today? 
6. Have students read the prompt to the Extended Writing Project on narrative writing. Ask them to look at the various parts of the prompt and

respond to the following questions:
● What is the prompt asking you to do?
● What specific requirements does the prompt lay out?
● What does the prompt ask you to specifically consider?
● Does the prompt point you toward an example text?
● Which elements of narrative writing will you need to learn more about in order to respond to the prompt?



7. After students have read and discussed the prompt, remove the prompt from their field of vision (cover the projector, close iPads, minimize
computer screens, etc.) and ask them to rewrite the prompt in their own words.

8. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction to Narrative Writing. The introduction defines narrative writing as well as the six features of
narrative writing.

9. After reading the introduction, have students list the six features of narrative writing on their Access handouts in their own words.
10. Have students read the sample student narrative titled "Lady Letha, Knight of Mordred." Have students identify the six features of narrative

writing in the sample and label them.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on textual evidence in The Canterbury Tales
First Read lesson on Narrative Writing
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 18: Skill Lesson
Figurative Language
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 19-21)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of figurative language.
● Practice using concrete strategies for identifying and applying figurative language.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Identify Figurative Language
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Interpret Figures of Speech
L.11-12.5.A

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Amplifies, stressed syllable, vowel, consonant, heralding, bastion, figurative language, simile, metaphor, idiom, oxymoron, alliteration, assonance,
consonance

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on figurative language with your students. Make sure students understand the difference between literal

and figurative language and ask them to write down the seven examples of figurative language in the video, with a definition and an example
for each. 

2. Have students complete the matching exercise on their Access handouts as they watch the video.



3. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of figurative language. Either in small groups or as a whole
class use these questions to engage students in a discussion about figurative language.
● What are some reasons why writers use figurative language? How does it add to a reader's enjoyment of the text? 
● What is the difference between figures of speech such as similes and metaphors? 
● Which form of figurative language is made easier to understand by reading text aloud? 
● What is an oxymoron? 
● When you use figurative language to describe something, what are you doing? 
● What kind of language are writers using when they state facts as they are? 
● Do you find literal or figurative language more interesting in prose? Why? 

4. Have students brainstorm ways to describe a feeling using both literal and figurative language. For example, "I am feeling very hungry"
versus "I feel like I could eat a pizza the size of Texas." Then have them discuss which gives a clearer idea of the feeling. Which is more
interesting? Why? When might they use literal language instead of figurative language to describe a feeling?

5. Have students independently read the Model section. Have students complete the guided reading questions on their Access handout as they
read. 

6. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole-group discussion that helps students understand how to identify
figurative language:
● How are alliteration, assonance, and consonance different? 
● Under which category in the Define section does assonance appear? 
● The Model discusses some metaphors involving spring. What are some other figures of speech that you would use to describe your

feelings about spring? 
● The Model mentions renewal in connection with the metaphors involving spring. How might renewal also be a metaphor for the trip to

Canterbury? 
● Look back at the passages in the Model. Identify an example of figurative language that is not mentioned in the discussion. 
● Why might the Model cover so many different literary terms: personification, assonance, consonance, metaphor, alliteration, allusion,

extended metaphor, hyperbole, poetic devices?
7. As a class, individually, or in small groups have students read and discuss sections 19-21 of Beowulf.
8. This portion of Beowulf contains many examples of figurative language. Ask students to find examples of figurative language and discuss how

they impact the story.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on figurative language in The Canterbury Tales
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 19-21)
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 19: Blast
Mirror, Mirror on the Wall
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910



(Sections 22-24)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Explore background information about the human tendency to prize beauty above all else, which Chaucer explores in "The Wife of Bath's

Tale" in The Canterbury Tales.
● Research using hyperlinks to a range of information about beauty, exploring everything from the idea that there is a mathematical formula

for beauty to the idea that our fascination with beauty starts in infancy.

Standards:
Text Analysis
RI.11-12.1
Establish and Develop Claims
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Beauty is only skin deep, tendency, spurns, cosmetic, perceived, court sentences

Activities & Assessments:
1. Read and discuss sections 22-24 of Beowulf.
2. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How much does beauty influence us? This Blast relates to the knight's

dilemma in "The Wife of Bath's Tale." How much was the knight influenced by beauty? Ask students what Chaucer was trying to say about
beauty in "The Wife of Bath's Tale."

3. Have students view a photograph of a plastic surgeon marking someone's face for surgery, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/ldspvbd.
Discuss how the picture represents a standard of beauty, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this photo?
● Who decides what to do with the person's face? Where do those ideas come from?
● How do you think this person's life will change after surgery?
● What might cause a person to want to change their face?

4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question. As they read, ask students to complete the
fill-in-the-blank summary of the background provided on their Access handout.

5. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:
● What does the phrase "Beauty is only skin deep" mean?  Do you think this phrase is true?
● What is some evidence that people around the world care about beauty, and have cared about it for a long time? 
● How does society show a preference toward beautiful people? Do you think people are aware that they are showing a preference toward

beautiful people?
● Why do you think babies are born with a preference for beauty?

6. Ask students to write their Blast response.

http://tinyurl.com/ldspvbd


7. After students have completed the Blast: Mirror, Mirror on the Wall, ask them to consider the descriptions of women in Beowulf like
Wealtheow and Grendel’s mother and draw conclusions about Anglo-Saxon ideals of beauty. How is Grendel’s mother described? How is
Wealtheow described? Based on the differences, what can we infer?

Materials/Resources:
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 22-24)
Blast: Mirror, Mirror on the Wall
Access Handouts 1, 2, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 20: Close Read
The Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of the excerpts from The Canterbury Tales.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies to use textual evidence to support inferences about excerpts from The Canterbury Tales.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Central Idea/Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Produce, Publish and Share Writing
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Precise Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5.A, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Sundry, homage, apprised, constrained, upbraided, querulous

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the vocabulary words and definitions onto the board or provide students with a handout, so they can copy the vocabulary into their

notebooks. Have students complete the fill-in-the-blank vocabulary worksheet. 
2. Break students into small groups, assign each group a vocabulary word, and ask them to design an improv comedy sketch to demonstrate the

meaning of the word for their peers, OR ask students to write a short poem or song lyric that conveys the meaning of each vocabulary word.
3. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the excerpt from the Prologue.
4. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt.
5. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:



● How is the knight in "The Wife of Bath's Tale" different from the way knights are usually portrayed? Cite textual evidence to support your
answer. 

● In what way is the old woman a more heroic figure than the knight? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 
● What seems to be the Wife of Bath's attitude toward the importance of physical beauty? 

6. Ask students to imagine that the knight and his wife have children. Have them write a stanza, using the same meter and rhyme, in which the
mother gives her children some advice.

7. Ask students to define beauty in their own words and print out a photograph that can be found online and that is an example of their own
notion of beauty. Have students post their photographs on a board in the classroom. Discuss the board as a class. How are the photographs
similar and/or different? Are students surprised by the variety of examples shared? Do the examples share any commonalities?

8. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about qualities associated with witches in legends. Students can brainstorm
together either as a class or in small groups to begin planning their responses. Remind your students to look at the excerpt and their
annotations to find textual evidence to support their ideas.

9. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers. 

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Canterbury Tales
The Canterbury Tales Vocabulary handout
The Canterbury Tales Venn Diagram
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 21: Blast
Audience and Purpose
Skill Lesson: Organize Narrative Writing

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definitions of audience and purpose in the writing of a narrative.
● Explore background information about how writers use the elements and techniques of hero narratives when considering their audience and

purpose.
● Practice identifying an author's intended audience and the author's purpose in a model narrative.
● Discuss and demonstrate and understanding of aspects of organizational structure in narrative writing.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for organizing narrative writing.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Text Analysis
RI.11-12.1
Story Elements



RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3
Production of Hero Narratives
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Mythology, petty, audience, quest, clarification, larger-than-life, antagonist, innovation, established, pronouns, implied, flashback, beloved, main
character, character traits, point of view, conflict

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Who is the audience and what is the purpose for your hero narrative? Ask

students why it might be important for writers to think about their audience who will be reading their work. Who might an audience for a
narrative be? How can an author's purpose shape a hero narrative?

2. Have students view a photograph of an audience made up of a clear group. Discuss how the picture represents an audience, prompting
students with questions such as:
● Who can you see in this photo? What kinds of people are there?
● Based on this audience, what do you think the speaker is talking about?
● What can the speaker assume this audience knows about?
● What are some other ways this audience might affect the speaker?

3. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question: Who is the audience and what is the purpose for your
hero narrative?

4. Ask students to think about how they will appeal to their audience by answering the following questions:
● "Who will be reading my narrative?"
● "How do I think the audience will respond to a hero and his or her story?"
● "How can I present the plot, characters, and setting so that my audience will find my narrative interesting?"
● "Do I plan to make any references to other stories or heroes that my audience might not have read?"
● "What message am I trying to leave with my audience?"

5. Ask students to write their Blast response. 
6. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Organize Narrative Writing lesson. Either in small groups or as a class use these

questions to spur discussion among your students about organizing narrative writing:
● What is a conflict in a narrative? What part does it play in the development of the narrative?  Can you think of examples of external

conflicts in novels or movies? Internal conflicts? 
● What different types of narrators can a narrative have?  What are some advantages and disadvantages of each type? 
● Why is it important for authors to properly develop their characters?

7. Have students look closely at the chart on the Access 1, 2, and 4 handouts. Then ask them to identify each of the elements listed in the chart
in "Lady Letha, Knight of Mordred." Allow students to work in pairs if they wish. Encourage students to include textual evidence to support



their answers. When they have completed the chart, explain that they can use the chart as a model for the one they will complete for their
own narrative in the Practice part of the lesson.

8. As students read the Model text use these questions to help students understand ways to organize narrative writing:
● The Model says the student narrative uses a classic way to introduce the hero. What is it?  What other hero stories do this? Why do you

think this technique has been used so often by authors of this genre? 
● How does the Model identify the narrative's point of view? 
● The Model explains how the author develops the character of Lady Letha. How does the narrative do this?  How else could the narrative

have developed Letha's character? 
9. Ask students to review the narrative prompt for the extended writing project and think about what qualities or character traits they wish

their hero or heroine to possess. Have them refer to their prewriting resources to guide them with this practice activity. They will want to use
some of these ideas as they write introductory paragraphs about their central characters.

10. Have students write their character paragraphs in both first and third person either on a piece of paper in class or online. (Note: you will
need to create a Write assignment if they are going to submit their paragraphs online.) When they have finished, ask them to exchange
paragraphs and provide their peers with constructive feedback.

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 1 Extended Writing Project: Blast on Audience and Purpose
Skills lesson on Organize Narrative Writing
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 22: First Read
The Once and Future King by T. H. White
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 25-27)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing rhetoric and making inferences.
● Identify the difference between explicit and implicit meaning.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Theme/Central Idea
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Overall Word Meaning



L.11-12.1, L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Response to Feedback
W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Masterpiece, altered, anachronistic, shoo away, summoned, in vain,  lignum vitae, might, knocking about, vanquish, by the sword, indignation

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of The Once and Future King.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Once and Future King. The introduction provides context for the excerpts taken from

Chapters VI and VIII.
3. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a prereading discussion to get students to make predictions about

the events and themes in The Once and Future King.
● What do you think "might and right" means?
● How could that relate to power and justice?
● In what ways might Merlyn's experiences from the future shape his actions in the story?

4. Find out what your students already know about the King Arthur myth. Ask students to name versions of the story that they are familiar
with. If many students are already familiar with the story, ask them to identify main elements of the plot. Discuss the list as a group.

5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of making, confirming, and revising predictions by using a Think
Aloud that talks students through the first half of the text. Explain to students how making, confirming, and revising predictions will help
them better comprehend the selection and help drive their discussions.

6. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt.
7. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions:

● What is Arthur attempting to do in the first 7 paragraphs? 
● What ends up happening? 
● What is happening in the exchange between Arthur and Merlyn after Merlyn is summoned to visit the king? 
● What can you infer is the purpose of Arthur's monologue on Might and Right (paragraphs 16-30)? 
● What does Arthur conclude about Might versus Right?
● How does the conversation between Merlyn and Kay (paragraphs 31-39) compare to Arthur's views on the use of power? 
● Who is the "Austrian" from the future (Merlyn's past) that Merlyn uses as his example? 
● How does making, confirming, and revising predictions help you better understand the outcome of the conversation? 

8. Present students with an issue from the text that can be debated. Allow students to debate the issue as a class or in smaller groups. Remind
students to use details from the text as they make their arguments.
Debate prompt:



Arthur acknowledges that he must fight two battles before he can consider using might for right. Kay argues that wanting to fight a war is a
good enough reason for starting one. Both of them give examples or reasons to support their claims. Side with either Arthur or Kay and
debate the following question: Under what circumstances, if any, should you start a war?

9. Read and discuss sections 25-27 of Beowulf.
10. How do the various kings in Beowulf compare to Arthur’s Ideas about Might and Right? Which of the two do the characters in Beowulf seem

to value more? How do we know?

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on The Once and Future King
The Once and Future King Claim Concept Map
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 25-27)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 23: Skill Lesson
Point of View
Extended Writing Project: Prewrite

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Instruct students on the definition of Point of View.
● Provide students with strategies for identifying point of view  as they read.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Discuss and demonstrate understanding of narrative writing features.
● Analyze the prompt and generate ideas for a hero narrative that includes a clear conflict, point of view, narrator, and characters.

Standards:
Point of View
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.6
Generate Ideas for a Narrative
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Point of view, first-person point of view, second-person point of view, third-person point of view, outright, inferences, evoke, negative connotations,
base

Activities & Assessments:



1. Watch the Concept Definition video on point of view with your students. Make sure students understand the different components of point
of view. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information with your students. Have students complete the matching exercise on
the Access 1, 2, 3, and 4 handouts as they watch the video.

2. Read the introduction to the concept definition. Either in small groups or as a whole class use these questions to spur discussion among your
students about point of view.
● How do you distinguish the three narrative points of view from one another? 
● What are the three different types of third-person point of view?
●     What are the three points of view in a story?
● How can you tell the three types of third-person point of view from one another? 
● What narrative point of view does the author of The Once and Future King use? Would another narrative point of view work?

3. Ask students to review the techniques that authors might use to indicate narrative point of view. In small groups, have students create a skit
that they will present to another small group, using each of the three narrative points of view. After they have presented their skits, have
their small group “audience” list the techniques they used to demonstrate their various points of view. Then have them give feedback on
what worked, what didn’t, and how they might make improvements.

4. Review the rubric with students before they begin the prewriting activity.
5. Have students brainstorm ideas for their Hero Narratives. As students brainstorm, have them consider the following questions to fuel their

prewriting:
● What makes the main character a hero?
● From what point of view will the narrative be told?
● What conflict will he or she face?
● In what ways will this conflict challenge or change the hero?
● Where will the story take place? How is the setting important to the plot?
● What will happen to the hero before the conflict? What will happen after?
● How will these events impact history?

6. Then ask students to complete the following prewriting mind map brainstorm.
● Have students draw three circles at the top of their paper. In each circle ask them to write the name of their hero, the setting, and the

conflict they plan to write about.
● Then, around those boxes, have students draw spokes (lines all around the box) and brainstorm plot elements and descriptive details for

each element that could be part of the narrative.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on point of view  in The Once and Future King
Grade 12, Unit 1 Extended Writing Project: Prewrite lesson
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 24: Close Read
The Once and Future King by T. H. White



Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 28-29)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing point of view in an excerpt from The Once and Future King.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Analyze Point of View
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.6
Prewrite, Plan and Produce Writing
W.11-12.1, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, 9.A, 10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.5, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Indignation, blanched, chivalry, monopoly, impose, allusion

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the vocabulary words and definitions onto the board or provide students with a handout, so they can copy the vocabulary into their

notebooks.
2. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first four paragraphs. Make notes that tie the text to the focus skill and

demonstrate what students are looking for as they read.
3. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of making, confirming, and revising predictions.
4. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions focused on the rhetoric in the selection.

● How is "Might" defined in the text? How is "Right" defined in the text? What inferences did you have to make to arrive at these
definitions?

● Why do you think Might and Right are given high status as proper nouns in this text?
● How does the end of the excerpt deal with the issue of "Might and Right"? Cite textual evidence to support your answer. 

5. Ask students to write another 3-5 paragraphs of dialogue between Kay and Merlyn. Students should try to mimic the diction, tone, and
speaking style of each character. Students can continue the dialogue in any way, but may choose to have Merlyn provide more examples of
strong leaders and weak leaders, or to have Kay continue to argue his position about Arthur attacking King Lot. 

6. As a class or in groups/pairs, have students read and discuss Beowulf sections 28-29.
7. Have students to answer the following questions: Both the excerpt from The Once and Future King and Beowulf contain allusions. What are

the allusions in each text and why are they included? How did they impact the reader?



Materials/Resources:
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 28-29)
Close Read lesson on The Once and Future King
The Once and Future King Vocabulary Worksheet
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 25: First Read
Le Morte d’Arthur by Sir Thomas Malory
Skill Lesson: Narrative Sequencing

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of narrative sequencing.
● Practice identifying narrative sequencing and apply this understanding to a piece of narrative writing.

Standards:
Inference/Text Evidence
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Strong and Thorough Textual Evidence
RI.11-12.1
Narrative Sequencing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.C
Define Vocabulary Using Context
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Archaic usage, prose, engage, wage, illegitimate, slain, treaty, host, betray, righteous, characterization, truce, mortally wound

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of Le Morte d’ Arthur.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Le Morte d'Arthur. 



3. Discuss the Introduction. The introduction describes the text as a "romance," but medieval romance is not what students likely think of today
when they think of romance novels. Explain that the word "romance" comes from the Latin "romanice," meaning "vernacular" or "common
language." 

4. Based on the introduction and the title of the selection, have students make predictions about what they think the text will be about. What
aspects of the Arthurian legend might the text include? What themes do they expect to encounter?

5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of rereading by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first paragraph. Explain to students how rereading will help them better comprehend the story.

6. Read and annotate the excerpt.
7. In small groups or pairs, have students answer and discuss the following questions:

● What two dreams does King Arthur have at the beginning of the selection? What do these dreams represent? 
● How does the battle begin? What is the result? 
● Who is Mordred and what is his relationship to Arthur? What happens to him? 
● What does Arthur ask Sir Bedivere to do? What is Bedivere's response? What do Bedivere's actions represent? 
● Who greets Arthur from the barge?  Reread that section of the selection. How do they act?  What does this imply about Arthur's future? 

8. Distribute the handout on archaic usage. Review with students the information provided on the handout. Have students complete the
practice exercise for homework.

9. Have students, either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Narrative Sequencing lesson. Either in small groups or as a
class, use these questions to spur discussion among your students about narrative sequencing:
● What information do authors give in the exposition?  Can you think of any stories, movies, etc., that don't give some of that information

in the exposition? 
● What is an example of a trigger or inciting incident that sets up the plot of a movie, play, or other story you know? Explain how that

incident sets the wheels of the plot in motion. 
● The definition states that the narrative sequencing authors use to frame a story usually follow a certain order: exposition, rising action,

climax, falling action, resolution. Can you think of any books or movies that don't follow that order? What is the effect of such a plot? (P
● Think of two different types of stories, plays, or novels you have read and how they differ in tone. How do the writers use narrative

sequencing and language to achieve their respective tones? How, for example, does the tone of a mystery differ from the tone of a
coming-of-age story? Explain your own examples. How does the author’s tone affects the reader’s response to a story?

10. Write plot elements from several well-known stories on slips of paper. For instance, you could choose Twilight and write "Bella moves to
Forks," "Bella and Edward meet," "Bella finds out Edward is a vampire," "Edward fights James," "Bella and Edward go to prom." Mix up the
pieces of paper and hand them out randomly to students. Give students five minutes to move around the room and find others who have
been assigned plot points from the same story they have. They must put themselves in order. To add a twist, have them do all of this without
speaking.

11. Students have had a chance to think about the audience, purpose, and organization of their narratives. Now have them complete the "Story
Structure Map" to organize a sequence of events, while also considering how the sequencing will affect tone. When they are finished, have
them exchange their maps with a partner to offer and receive feedback.

12. Have students refer to their Prewrite Worksheet and the writing prompt as they complete their plot diagrams. 



Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on Le Morte d'Arthur
Grammar handout: Archaic Usage
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Skills lesson on Narrative Sequencing
Story Structure Map Graphic Organizer
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 26: Skill Lesson:
Story Elements
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 30-32)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of story elements and archetypes.
● Analyze story elements and archetypes.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Analyze Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Legends, nightmare, warning, faith, fate

Activities & Assessments:
1. Read and discuss sections 30-32 of Beowulf.
2. Define and discuss “archetype” with students.
3. Ask students to consider the role of archetype in Beowulf. Have students to review a PDF about The Archetypal Hero

(http://tinyurl.com/pkzyaxk) in films. Have them analyze how Beowulf does and does not fit the characteristics of an archetypal hero.
4. Watch the Concept Definition video on story elements with your students. Make sure your students know all three elements of a story—plot,

character, and setting—as well as how the three elements are interrelated.
5. Have students select a book they've read and describe its characters. Compile a list of examples. Have students discuss how the characters of

each work are affected by the plot and/or setting, and whether they affect the plot through their own actions. Are any of the characters
listed archetypes? What traits do they exhibit that show they are a specific kind of archetype?

6. Read the introduction to the definition of story elements. Either in small groups or as a whole class, use these questions to spur discussion
among your students about story elements.

http://tinyurl.com/pkzyaxk


● What three basic elements does the instruction provide?  Define each one.
● Have you ever read a story or seen a movie that lacked one or more of these elements?
● Think about the literature you've read over your high school career. Which had the most memorable characters, plots, or settings?
● Archetypes are universal symbols, themes, or character types. What universal story elements can you think of from movies or books?

7. Choose one archetypal character or theme to focus on. Then compile a list of books, movies, or TV shows that include this archetype.
Encourage students to think of examples that may not be obviously literary (such as Yoda from Star Wars as the wise old man archetype).
Compile this list of examples as a class using a whiteboard or a Padlet wall (http://padlet.com). Discuss elements that connect all these
stories.

8. Choose a text previously read and analyzed by the whole class. Put students in small groups and have them discuss how changing one story
element, such as the setting, would have significantly changed the text, and why. Have students discuss why the author made the choices he
or she did.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on story elements in Le Morte d'Arthur
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 30-32)
http://tinyurl.com/pkzyaxk

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 27: Close Read
Le Morte d’Arthurby Sir Thomas Malory

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Guide students through a close reading of early modern literature.
● Provide students a usable framework for analyzing story elements in an excerpt from Le Morte d'Arthur.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.

Standards:
Analyze Story Elements
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Writing in Response to a Prompt
W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Determine and Clarify Word Meaning
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Adder, doleful, smote, swooned, tarrying, brandished

Activities & Assessments:

http://padlet.com/
http://tinyurl.com/pkzyaxk


1. Project the vocabulary words and definitions onto the board or provide students with a handout, so they can copy the vocabulary into their
notebooks. Have students complete the vocabulary worksheet. 

2. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first four paragraphs.
3. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt.
4. After students have read the text, have them answer the following questions:

● How do character traits play an important role in the plot? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● What role does fate play in the story? 
● The story happens in the distant past in England. How does this time period affect the characters and/or plot?

5. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about story elements in Le Morte d’Arthur. Students can brainstorm together
either as a class or in small groups to begin planning their responses. Remind your students to look at the excerpt and their annotations to
find textual evidence to support their ideas. You may wish to review with students the Short Constructed Response - Argumentative Student
Model for guidance on how to construct an effective response to the writing prompt.

6. Have students complete the prewriting activity on their Access handout to organize their thoughts before they write.
7. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers. 
8. The stories of King Arthur and the Round Table were first told over a thousand years ago, yet they continue to be popular. Have students

create a timeline of King Arthur in popular culture in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries. Instruct students to find books, movies, TV
shows, and any other forms of media that retell the Arthurian legend. Then discuss as a class why the Arthurian legends have such staying
power. Why do people still want to read about something so far from their twenty-first–century experience?

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Le Morte d'Arthur 
Le Morte d'Arthur vocabulary worksheet
Le Morte d'Arthur Character trait chart
Short Constructed Response - Argumentative Student Model
Access handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 28: Extended Writing Project
Plan

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of narrative writing skills such as organization and narrative sequencing.
● Plan a hero narrative by summarizing of map of narrative elements and event sequences.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Organization and Narrative Sequencing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.C, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.10



Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Exposition, Rising Action, Climax, Falling Action, Resolution

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, review the characteristics of narrative writing.
2. Advise students that, before they start planning their writing, they will need to answer some questions about the information they collected

earlier.
Read through the questions posed by the prompt:
● Who is the hero of the narrative?
● What conflict does the hero need to overcome?
● What other characters will be in the narrative? What role do they play?
● What is the setting of the narrative? How is the setting important to the narrative?
● Who is telling the story? Does much the narrator know about the characters and events?
● In what sequence should details be revealed to best build toward the outcome?
● What do you want readers to take away from the narrative when they finish reading?

3. Remind students that as part of the planning process, they should use their prewriting lists and Story Structure Maps to begin creating their
summaries. Students may seek out additional plot diagrams or story maps online to help them prepare for the writing assignment.

4. Make sure students have access to all of their previous assignments to draw upon. Then give them the Narrative Road Map on their Access
handout to structure their organization. Go over each of the categories. Explain that as they write they can add additional paragraphs as
needed.

5. Have students share their completed Narrative Road Map with a partner. Have them work together to answer the following questions about
their writing and make changes if necessary:
● Are the events organized in a way that makes sense?
● Do the characters' actions make sense? Do they behave in a way that the reader will understand?
● Are there any other details I want to include?

6. Tell students to refer back to the ideas they compiled in the previous stage of the writing process and to transfer ideas and details from their
Story Structure Map into their summaries.

7. Have students complete their summaries.

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 1 Extended Writing Project: Plan lesson
Access Handouts 1, 2, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 29: First Read
“Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe re: King Arthur” (Geoffrey Ashe and a writer for Britannia.com)



Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Text Comprehension
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Respond to Analysis and Inference Questions
W.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2
Acquire and Use Academic Vocabulary
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Factual analysis, insight, cultural historian, persistence, vitality, international renown, mother lode, insufficient data, propagandists, archaeology,
scrutinize, plunged in obscurity, excavations

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of “Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe.”
2. Individually or as a class, read the introduction for "Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe." The introduction explains who Geoffrey Ashe is and

what he studies.
3. Based on the introduction, ask students to make predictions about the central ideas they would expect to encounter in this text.
4. Have students complete the "Build Background" exercises on the Access 1, 2, and 3 handouts that ask students to think about why historians

might want to study legends.
● First, ask students to brainstorm a list of legends and myths from a variety of cultures. Allow students to work in pairs if they wish. If

students struggle, start their thinking by suggesting Greek mythology, Norse mythology (Thor), and Native American trickster tales.
● Have students use their lists to answer the first three questions on the "Build Background" chart on the Access 4 handout.
● Then have students form small groups and complete the rest of the chart together.

5. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through
the first question and answer in the text. 

6. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on their Access handout to support them as they
highlight and annotate the text.

7. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss these questions from their reading. To help facilitate discussions, refer to Collaborative
Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.



● Who was Finn MacCool? How is he different from King Arthur?
● How did later English monarchs respond to the Arthurian legends?
● Why do most readers picture Arthur in the Middle Ages? Why is that image incorrect?
● Where is Cadbury Castle? Why is it important?
● Why does Ashe think of Ambrosius Aurelianus and other historical figures often held up as "real" Arthurs?
● Summarize the interview. What are Geoffrey Ashe's main ideas?

8. Pair students and ask them to discuss the following question: Did reading this article enhance or detract from your enjoyment of the
Arthurian legend? Why? 

9. Have students complete the Think questions. 

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on "Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe"
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 30: Skill Lesson
Compare and Contrast
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 33-34)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Compare and contrast two texts on a similar topic

Standards:
Similar Themes Across Texts
RL.11-12.1., RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.9
Conduct Short Research
W.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Usurping, prowess, predecessor, feat, woven, discrepancies, assimilated, tyrannical, manuscript, mirth, enraged, retreat

Activities & Assessments:
1. Read and discuss sections 33-34 of Beowulf.



2. In pairs or small groups, ask students to use devices to research the field of archaeology. (If you are in a low-tech classroom, you can provide
photocopies of news articles about archaeology for students to read and discuss.)

3. Ask students to find answers to the following questions:
● What does an archaeologist study?
● What techniques do archaeologists use in the field?
● What recent discoveries have archaeologists made?

4. Ask students to read this essay (http://tinyurl.com/q3a4mef) about the historical accuracy of Beowulf and this article
(http://tinyurl.com/q32klvn) about an archaeological excavation at the location that might have been Heorot in Denmark.

5. Discuss the similarities that exist in how the two stories made use of contemporary features and how archaeology is playing a role in the
study of each.

Materials/Resources:
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 33-34)
http://tinyurl.com/q3a4mef
http://tinyurl.com/q32klvn

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 31: Skill Lesson
Informational Text Elements
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 35-38)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of informational text elements
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing the development of individuals, events, and ideas in a text.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Informational Text Elements
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Interviewee, pop culture, novelist, superiority, acknowledges

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements with your students. Make sure your students are familiar with all the

different elements shared in the video—including details, events, people, and ideas—as well as how these elements may interact over the
course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information with your students

http://tinyurl.com/q3a4mef
http://tinyurl.com/q32klvn
http://tinyurl.com/q3a4mef
http://tinyurl.com/q32klvn


2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a
whole class use these questions to spur discussion among your students about informational text elements.

● What kinds of informational text elements would you expect to find in other kinds of complex nonfiction text, such as cookbooks,
instruction manuals, or legal contracts? 

● What elements make up an informational text? How do they work together? 
● What do you, as a reader, need to examine to understand a text's central idea?
● What is the purpose of this text? How does the author's use informational text elements to relate the purpose of the text?

3. After watching the video, ask students to think about how writers might use informational text elements differently to serve different
purposes. For example, have students think about how an argumentative text might present ideas differently than a purely informative text.

4. In small groups, have students discuss other text elements Ashe could have used to develop his key idea about the appeal of Arthur. Then
discuss the effects of Ashe's (and the interviewer's) choices and how the use of different elements might change the text.

5. Take a familiar story from the news or a recent school event. Have students write the basic facts of the event—the who, what, where, when,
why—on individual notecards. As a class or in small groups, have students explore different ways the information could be organized to make
a coherent text. Discuss the effects of these differences.

6. Read and discuss sections 35-38 of Beowulf.
7. Pair or group students and using the interview with Geoffrey Ashe as a model, have them write a brief interview between Wiglaf and a

reporter about the events of sections 35-38, using the informational text elements appropriate to an interview.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on informational text elements in "Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe"
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 35-38)

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 32: Close Read
“Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe re: King Arthur” (Geoffrey Ashe and a writer for Britannia.com)
Skill Lesson: Introductions

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of an interview.
● Practice analyzing the development of ideas in "Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe."
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of the elements of a strong introduction.
● Analyze examples of introductions in narrative writing.

Standards:
Analyze Development of Ideas
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Prewrite, Plan, Produce Writing



W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Precise Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Adverse, mystique, grafting, milieu, alleged, retroactive, draws, sign a treaty, unspeakable tyrant, in media res

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first five paragraphs.
2. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read.
3. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of summarizing

that they learned in the First Read.
4. Have students answer and discuss the following questions:

● How did Arthur go from a Briton legend to a world famous story? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● What can archaeology teach scholars about Arthur? Is that where scholars should focus their attention? Cite specific textual

evidence to support your answer. 
● Ashe says Arthur may be a "composite" of many real people. Do you think Arthur was a real historical figure? Support your

opinion with evidence from the interview.
5. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Introductions lesson. Either in small groups or as a class use these questions to

spur discussion among your students about introductions. Remind students to follow rules for collaborative discussions.
● What purpose do introductions serve in a short narrative?  How are they different from a novel or longer narrative? 
● The Definition contains three examples of introductions or introductory sentences. Compare and contrast the three. What different

techniques do they use? How are they similar? 
● Based on the examples, which book or story do you want to read now? Why? 
● What are some memorable introductions from books or movies you know? Did the rest of the book or movie live up to the

introduction?
6. As students read the Model text use these questions to help students understand how to create an introduction:

● What is in media res? How does it apply to the Model? 
● What important plot elements are revealed in the introduction to "Lady Letha, Knight of Mordred"? 
● What is the first sentence of the story? Why is it engaging? 

7. Before students begin writing their introductions, discuss syntax and how writers use syntax to make effective choices for both meaning and
style.

8. Find a list of best opening lines of novels, such as this one from the American Book Review: http://tinyurl.com/anw5kyw.
Choose 10 or 20 lines and present them to the class without the author or title attached. Discuss which introductions are most engaging or
orienting and why.

9. Have students complete a draft of their introduction.

http://tinyurl.com/anw5kyw


Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on "Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe."
"Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe" Vocabulary Worksheet
"Conversation with Geoffrey Ashe" Graphic Organizer
Skills lesson on Introductions
http://tinyurl.com/anw5kyw
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 33: First Read
Unsolved Mysteries of History by Paul Aron
Full Text Study: Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910
(Sections 39-41)

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Annotate the text and make predictions about unknown vocabulary.

Standards:
Text Analysis and Inference
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Conduct Short Research
W.11-12.7
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D
Make Predictions of Unknown Vocabulary
L.11-12.3.A, L.11-12.4.B, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Appositive, semicolon, parallelism, detective, traces, evidence, legend, routs, chronicles, obscure, yearned, golden age, brought to the fore, wielded,
skeptics, notoriously

Activities & Assessments:
1. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for Unsolved Mysteries of History. The introduction provides context for the selection.
2. After reading the introduction, use the information provided to facilitate a pre-reading discussion to get students thinking about the ideas

in Unsolved Mysteries of History.
● Based on the Arthurian legends we've read so far in this unit, does King Arthur seem like a real person? Why or why not?

http://tinyurl.com/anw5kyw


● Is it important to you that Arthur is real, or do you enjoy the stories more as pure fiction?
3. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through

the first few paragraphs in the text.
4. Ask students to read and annotate the excerpt. Have students use the Annotation Guide on their Access handout to support them as they

highlight and annotate the text.
5. Aron's history is not written in chronological order. After reading, have students complete a sequence chart to understand the order of the

events described in the text.
6. As a class, discuss these questions and inferences they made while reading.

● Who is Geoffrey of Monmouth and what was his contribution to the Arthurian legend? 
● Describe the Arthurian legend as Geoffrey of Monmouth tells it. Does it seem like a true story? 
● How did the Arthurian legend evolve? 
● What did sources before Geoffrey of Monmouth say about Arthur and other British warrior kings?
● Why is it so difficult to trace the history of the real Arthur? 
● Summarize the excerpt in your own words. What is Aron's central idea?

7. Read and discuss sections 39-41 of Beowulf.
8. While reading the final sections of Beowulf, have students make a list of implicit and explicit information (in notes, on the board, or on a

shared Google document). Then have students articulate three inferences they made while reading based on textual evidence.

Materials/Resources:
Beowulf translated by Francis B Gummere 1910 (Sections 39-41)
First Read lesson on Unsolved Mysteries of History
Unsolved Mysteries of History Sequence Chart
Grammar handout: Appositives, Semicolons, and Parallelism
Speaking & Listening Handbook

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 34: Skill Lessons
Textual Evidence
Narrative Techniques

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn the definition of textual evidence.
● Practice using textual evidence and background knowledge to make inferences.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of narrative techniques.
● Practice identifying narrative techniques and apply this understanding to an original piece of narrative writing.

Standards:
Text Evidence



RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2
Text Analysis
RI.11-12.1
Narrative Techniques in Narrative Writing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.B, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Analysis, detail, directly stated, prior knowledge, textual evidence, insight, potentially, straight-forward, hedging, informal, contemporary, plunder,
commotion, betokens, grievously, brooches and beads, pacing, description, reflection, multiple plot lines

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on textual evidence with your students. Make sure students understand the purpose of finding textual

evidence in an informational or literary text, as well as the difference between explicit and inferred evidence. 
2. After watching the video, remind students that they make inferences all the time in everyday life. Ask: When was the last time you knew a

friend or family member was angry based on what he or she did not say? Then ask students if they have ever misunderstood a text or
message because of something the sender left out. Discuss student responses.

3. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of textual evidence. Either in small groups or as a whole class,
use these questions to spur discussion among your students about textual evidence.

● What is an inference? How can making inferences help you as a reader understand a text? 
● In what way can textual evidence or inferences help you to understand moments in the text where the author leaves matters

uncertain? 
● Can you think of a scenario in which it would be beneficial for an author or a speaker to either omit or obscure textual evidence?

4. Explain to students that solving riddles is a form of making inferences based on the clues presented. Do an Internet search and find some
grade-appropriate riddles for the class. Put students in small groups and give each a riddle to solve. Have each group record its thought
process, taking specific notes on what background knowledge they use to solve the puzzle and what information they use from the question
itself.

5. Have students independently read the Model section. 
6. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps students understand how to infer

information from the passage:
● Where does the Model recommend a reader start before making any inferences? 
● Why does the Model recommend starting there? 
● What does the Model conclude about the author's attitude? 
● What inference does the Model draw based on the tone? 
● Why does the Model call attention to the phrase "isle of Avalon"?



7. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Narrative Techniques lesson. Either in small groups or as a class use these
questions to spur discussion among your students about narrative techniques. Remind students to follow the rules for collaborative
discussions.

● The definition explains the difference between what dialogue and description can achieve. How are both techniques effective?  Have
you ever read a story (not including drama) that was all one or the other? Was it a successful story? 

● Why would an author adjust the pacing of a story? How do authors achieve pacing and what effect can it have? 
● The definition explains two less common techniques in narrative: reflection and multiple plot lines. What does each term mean? 

What are some examples of either of these techniques? 
8. Have students look closely at the excerpt from Le Morte d'Arthur on their Access handouts. Then ask them to find and underline examples of

dialogue, description, pacing, reflection, and multiple plot lines. Point out that this excerpt might not contain every narrative technique.
Make sure students understand these terms. Then explain that they can use this text as a model for when they choose narrative techniques
to use in their own narratives.

9. Have students identify a meaningful scene that they intend to include in their narratives. Have them write a rough draft of this scene using
either dialogue or reflection to describe the character(s) in relation to the setting and/or the conflict the characters face in the plot. Once
students have completed their draft, ask them to exchange their scenes to offer and receive peer feedback.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on textual evidence in Unsolved Mysteries of History 
Unsolved Mysteries of History Inferences Chart
Skills lesson on Narrative Techniques
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 35: Close Read
Unsolved Mysteries of History by Paul Aron
Skill Lesson: Conclusions

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of an informational text.
● Write an analysis based on textual evidence taken from an excerpt from Unsolved Mysteries of History.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of narrative conclusions.
● Practice concrete strategies for identifying elements of narrative conclusions and apply this understanding to an original narrative piece.

Standards:
Summarizing
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.2, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.7
Textual Evidence



RL.11-12.1
Writing Narrative Conclusions
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.6
Inferred Meaning in Context
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Cleric, heathen, utopia, interregnum, transcend, notorious, perished, consoled, sacrificing, succumb

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the vocabulary words and definitions onto the board or provide students with handouts so they can copy the vocabulary into their

notebooks.
2. For homework, have students create their own vocabulary review sentences. Ask students to write a sentence for each word that clearly uses

context to demonstrate the meaning of the word. 
3. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first five paragraphs.
4. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of summarizing that they
learned in the First Read.

5. Provide students with the following questions:
● The early writers of British history were Welsh clerics or monks. How do their histories support the legend of King Arthur as we know it

today? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● The author mentions that Britons "yearned for a return to a golden age when they ruled the land." How is this yearning reflected in the

Arthurian legends of the Middle Ages? Cite specific textual evidence to support your statements. 
● The author states that classic myths "can transcend almost any sort of border," noting the variations and references to the Arthurian

legend in modern times and outside of England. Do you agree with this statement? Why or why not? Are there other classic myths that
might also fit this statement? 

6. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm a conclusion they can draw about early British history and literature based on the
information in Unsolved Mysteries of History. Remind your students to look at the excerpt and their annotations to find textual evidence to
support their ideas.

7. Encourage students to create an outline to organize their ideas before they type their responses.
8. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers.
9. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Conclusions lesson.
10. Have each student choose a book or a movie that had a particularly memorable conclusion, good or bad. Have them share their examples

and discuss the following questions as a class:
● Is there a shared element that all strong conclusions have? If so, what is it?
● If not, what makes these different conclusions strong?



● What makes a conclusion bad? How does a bad conclusion leave a reader or viewer feeling?
11. Have students read the student model conclusion and answer the questions on their Access handout.
12. Allow students to write their own conclusions. Encourage them to refer back to the writing prompt and to the Plan Worksheet they

completed. (If there is not enough time in class, #s 12, 13, and 14 can be completed for homework.)
13. After students have drafted their own conclusions, have them answer the following questions:

● Does the conclusion resolve the conflict and all events of the narrative?
● Does what happens to the hero follow logically from the events of the story and his or her own character traits?
● Which sentence or sentences provoke an emotional response in the reader?
● Which sentence or sentences provide the reader with a sentence of closure?
● Have you used grammar such as pronouns, prepositions, and subject/verb agreement correctly?

14. Allow students time to make edits to their conclusions as necessary.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on Unsolved Mysteries of History 
Unsolved Mysteries of History Vocabulary Worksheet
Skills lesson on Conclusions
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 36: First Read
The Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien
Skill Lesson: Setting

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.
● Demonstrate an understanding of textual evidence and setting.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying setting.
● Infer details about setting by analyzing dialogue.

Standards:
Text Evidence/ Setting
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4, RL.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.3, SL.11-12.6
Defining Vocabulary in Context



L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.1.B, L.11-12.3, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Artisans, make-believe, tremendous, mood, geography, usage

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of The Lord of the Rings.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for The Lord of the Rings. The introduction provides context for the excerpt taken from The

Fellowship of the Ring.
3. Find out how many students have seen Peter Jackson's movie adaptation of The Lord of the Rings. As a class, generate a list (on the board or

on paper) of phrases or sentences that describe the Shire, where Frodo lives. Then discuss what they recall about the character traits of
Frodo, especially in the first movie, The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the Ring.

4. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of asking and answering questions by using a Think Aloud that
talks students through the first few lines of the excerpt.

5. Have students read and annotate the excerpt. Let them use the Annotation Guide on the Access handout to support them as they highlight
and annotate the text.

6. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the questions and inferences they made while reading. To help facilitate discussions, refer to
Collaborative Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● Why has Gandalf come to speak with Frodo? 
● Why is Frodo in danger? 
● From whom can you infer that Bilbo got the ring before it was passed onto Frodo? 
● Why would it be a mistake for Frodo just to throw the ring away? 
● What is the only way to destroy the ring? 
● Why must Frodo act quickly? 
● How did asking and answering questions help you better understand Frodo's quest?

7. Watch the Concept Definition video on setting with your students. Have your students write down the definition of setting and what it
encompasses, and make sure they understand how a story's setting can influence its plot, characters, and theme(s). 

8. Have students start to think about how setting impacts the plot and mood of The Lord of the Rings. Ask them to consider how the story
would be different if it were set somewhere else. What if Frodo lived in contemporary New York City instead of the Shire? What if Tolkien
based the setting on the future, instead of the Anglo-Saxon period? Encourage them to come up with their own suggestions for different
settings.

9. Distribute the grammar handout on usage. Tell students that usage is a matter of convention and can be contested because of changes over
time, as explained in the handout. Review with students how to use a reference work, such as a dictionary or handbook, to resolve issues of
contested usage. Then have students complete the practice exercises as homework.

Materials/Resources:



First Read lesson on The Lord of the Rings
Grammar Handout: Contested Usage
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Skills lesson on setting in The Lord of the Rings

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 37: Extended Writing Project
Draft

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Demonstrate understanding of the features of narrative writing, including narrative techniques, sequencing, introductions, and conclusions.
● Draft a narrative that displays effective narrative techniques, well-structured event sequences, and a strong introduction and conclusion.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Draft a Narrative
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.B, W.11-12.3.C, W.11-12.3.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D
Standard English Grammar and Usage
L.11-12.1

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Dangling modifier, misplaced modifier

Activities & Assessments:
1. Before students begin to write, review with the class the writing prompt/directions. Have a volunteer read them aloud. Ask whether students

have any questions either about the prompt or the directions. Respond to their questions, and explain the importance of addressing the
prompt fully and completely. 

2. Then read aloud the peer review criteria that students will use to comment on one another's work. Students will use the feedback to develop
their writing in different stages of the writing process. Point out that understanding the peer review criteria can help students focus their
writing on important features of narratives.

3. Remind students to refer to the plot diagram, Story Structure Map or other graphic organizer they completed in earlier Extended Writing
Project lessons, as well as the sequence of events summaries they completed in the Plan lesson and drafts of their introductions and
conclusions, before they begin writing. 

4. Distribute the grammar handout on misplaced modifiers. Remind students that modifiers are words or phrases that modify other words in
sentences. Before students complete the exercise, display examples and guide students to make the corrections, reminding them that a
phrase should be placed as closely as possible to the noun it modifies.

5. Remind students to consult all the prewriting documents they have created—plot diagram, character descriptions, and Essay Road Map—to
help them craft their narratives.



6. Have them use the Narrative Writing Draft Checklist on their Access handout to make sure they include a strong introduction that introduces
the hero and point of view, narrative techniques, clear sequence words, and a conclusion that resolves the conflict and provides readers with
a sense of closure.

7. If students struggle to start writing their drafts because they don't have a strong idea for an introduction, suggest that students write the
introduction and conclusion last. Tell students to use the Plot Diagram and start with the rising action and come back to the introduction
later.

8. Ask students to complete the draft of their Hero Narratives. Provide support to students as they work.

Materials/Resources:
Extended Writing Project: Draft lesson
Grammar handout: Misplaced Modifiers

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 38: Close Read
The Lord of the Rings by J. R. R. Tolkien

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of a passage of literature.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for identifying setting and figurative language.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.

Standards:
Setting
RL.11-12.1, RL.11-12.2, RL.11-12.3, RL.11-12.4
Narrative Techniques to Develop Events, and/or Characters
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.B, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.A, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.4
Understanding of Figurative Language
L.11-12.4, L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.5

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Stayed, unscathed, forge, perilous, wield

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first seven paragraphs. 
2. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students

read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of asking and answering
questions that they learned in the First Read.

3. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions with a focus on the setting in the
selection.



● Where does the conversation between Frodo and Gandalf takes place?  How do you know? 
● Before Frodo, who were the previous two owners of the ring? Cite textual evidence that helps you infer this information. 
● Why is the Ring so dangerous? What text evidence supports this inference? 

4. Peter Jackson filmed his movie adaptation of The Lord of the Rings in New Zealand, his native country. Have students research the geography
of New Zealand to determine why it made a good setting for the various storylines of Tolkien's work. Have them list their findings.

5. Read the prompt as a class and ask students to brainstorm about the setting in The Lord of the Rings. Remind your students to look at the
excerpt and their annotations to find textual evidence to support their ideas. Review with students the Short Constructed Response -
Narrative Student Model for guidance on how to construct an effective response to the writing prompt.

6. Have students complete the prewriting activity on their Access handouts.
7. Encourage students to complete a sequence chart to organize their ideas before they start.
8. Ask students to complete the writing assignment using textual evidence to support their answers.

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on The Lord of the Rings
The Lord of the Rings Vocabulary Worksheet
The Lord of the Rings Graphic Organizer
Short Constructed Response - Narrative Student Model
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 39: First Read
DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World’s Favorite Comic Book Heroes by Les Daniels

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Perform an initial reading of a text and demonstrate comprehension by responding to short analysis and inference questions with textual

evidence.
● Practice defining vocabulary words using context.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Practice acquiring and using academic vocabulary correctly.

Standards:
Context Clues
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.4, RI.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1, SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Acquire and Use Academic Vocabulary
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.D, L.11-12.6

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Ushering in, competitors, era, industry, innovation, industry, imitation, established, folded, stable, duked it out



Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, watch the video preview of DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World’s Favorite Comic Book Heroes.
2. Individually or as a class, read the Introduction for DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's Favorite Comic Book Heroes. The introduction

provides context for the excerpt taken from "DC Inspires a Horde of Heroes."
3. Find out what your students already know about comic books and superheroes. As a class or in small groups, generate a list (on the board or

on paper) of superheroes you know. Put a star next to heroes from the DC universe, if known.
4. Before students begin reading, model the reading comprehension strategy of summarizing by using a Think Aloud that talks students through

the first few paragraphs in the text.
5. Have students independently read and annotate the excerpt.
6. In small groups or pairs, have students discuss the questions and inferences they made while reading. To help facilitate discussions, refer to

Collaborative Discussions in the Speaking & Listening Handbook.
● What is DC and how is it related to superheroes? 
● What was the comic book scene in the early 1940s like? 
● Why was DC Comics so quick to sue its rivals? What does that tell you about comic books and superheroes?  How did DC continue to build

its stack of superheroes in the 1950s and on? 
● What do the characters described in this selection have in common? How are they different from each other? 
● Summarize the selection. What is the author's main idea? What key details does he provide to support that main idea?

7. Have students use devices to find pictures of the superheroes discussed in the selections. If possible, students should look for images from
the time period discussed in the selection.

8. As a class, examine the images.
● What traits do the superheroes all seem to have in common?
● How are they different?
● Do the characters look the way students pictured while reading the selection? Why or why not?
● How do pictures of the same characters change over time? What inferences can we make about society based on these changes?

9. Have students complete the Think questions.

Materials/Resources:
First Read lesson on DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's Favorite Comic Book Heroes

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 40: Skill Lesson
Informational Text Elements
Extended Writing Project: Descriptive Details

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Review the definition of informational text elements.
● Practice using concrete strategies for analyzing the relationships between events.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.



● Discuss and demonstrate an understanding of descriptive and telling details, including sensory language.
● Analyze how descriptive details develop story elements and apply this understanding to an original piece of narrative writing.

Standards:
Informational Text Elements
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3
Use Precise Words, Phrases, and Details
W.11-12.3.D, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.2
Sensory Language
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.B

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Chronological order, indicate, version, lawsuit, sequence, interrupting, vivid, setting, fastened, trauma, nightmare, serpents

Activities & Assessments:
1. Watch the Concept Definition video on informational text elements with your students. Make sure your students are familiar with all the

different elements shared in the video-including details, events, people and ideas-as well as how these elements may interact over the
course of a text. Pause the video at key moments to discuss the information with your students.

2. After watching the Concept Definition video, have students read the definition of informational text elements. Either in small groups or as a
whole class use these questions to spur discussion among your students about informational text elements.

● In what order did the author present the people, events, and ideas?
● What kinds of relationships can an author build between events? How can an author express these relationships?
● Can you think of an informational text you've read that presented events in an unconventional way? Was it successful?
● What kind of order or sequencing do you feel is most helpful in informational texts?

3. Have students independently read the Model section.
4. After students read the Model text, use these questions to facilitate a whole group discussion that helps students understand informational

text elements:
● What does the Model explain before jumping into the analysis? 
● What are signal words and phrases? How does an author use them?
● According to the Model, why does Daniels break chronological order at one point? 

5. Either individually or as a class, read the Define section of the Descriptive Details lesson. Either in small groups or as a class use these
questions to spur discussion among your students about descriptive details:

● The definition refers to the essential aspects of descriptive language. What other ways can descriptive language enhance or develop
characters, setting, and plot events? 

● What sort of descriptive language in headlines, movie trailers, and other "teasers" entices you to continue reading and watching?
How might you use these as models in your own writing? 



● Discuss examples of each type of sensory language. Choose one of the hero stories you have read and write a short "trailer" for the
selection incorporating sensory details to entice readers. What would your trailer say?

6. Give students 10 minutes to walk outside the classroom and silently observe their campus. Ask them to record the sights, sounds, smells,
tastes, and feelings they observe during their sensory walk. They should record these sensory details using vibrant language that captures
the detail. Remind them to be silent so they can appreciate even the smallest details. When they return to the classroom, ask them to work
in small groups to share and compare their notes. What similarities or differences existed in their lists?

7. Before students revise to their essays, explain that some rules of grammar and usage can be broken or contested for the right reasons, but in
order to break a rule a writer must do so by making a deliberate, informed decision.

8. Have students refer to their Plan Worksheet and the writing prompt as they revise their draft to add descriptive details.
9. Have students draft a paragraph or two of their story to include telling details and sensory language to convey a vivid picture of the

experiences, events, setting, and characters in their narrative.

Materials/Resources:
Skills lesson on Informational Text Elements in DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's Favorite Comic Book Heroes
DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's Favorite Comic Book Heroes Graphic Organizer
Skills lesson on Descriptive Details
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 41: Blast
The Best Movies Ever
Extended Writing Project: Revise

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Learn about hyperbole and its use in superhero stories.
● Research using the hyperlinks to learn about superhero movies in the early twenty-first century.
● Devise a plan for making revisions to a narrative essay.
● Revise a narrative text to improve descriptive details.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn and practice strategies for using hyphenation correctly.

Standards:
Analysis and Inference
RI.11-12.1
Revise a Narrative Text
W.11-12.1.A, W.11-12.1.B, W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.B, W.11-12.3.D, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D
Hyphenation



L.11-12.1, L.11-12.2.A, L.11-12.5.A

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Single-bound, hold down, bicker, exaggeration, original stories, eat these stories up, contemporary, hyperbole

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: Why are superhero movies so popular? Ask students what they know

about superhero movies already. Do they have a sense of why these movies are so popular? Remind students that they should not
immediately reply to this question.

2. Have students view an image of a superhero from a movie or comic book, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/o3uo2bx. Discuss how the
picture shows a person with both human and super-human characteristics, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is happening in this photo?
● What does the superhero look like?
● How can you tell that the superhero is not an ordinary person?
● Do you like superhero stories? Why or why not?

3. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question.
4. Pair students and have them discuss the following questions:

● What is hyperbole? 
● What other examples of hyperbole can you think of? 
● How do superheroes and comic books use hyperbole? 
● Why do you think the balance mentioned between hyperbole and human flaws is important in superhero stories?

5. Ask students to write their Blast response.
6. Before students begin to revise, review with the class the writing prompt/directions. Ask whether students have any questions either about

the prompt or the revision process.
7. Distribute the grammar handout on hyphenation. Have students review the examples of correct hyphen usage on the handout before

completing the practice exercise. (Possible homework)
8. Help students to go through the Narrative Writing Revision Checklist on their Access handout item-by-item to review their writing. Provide

individual support to help them make changes as needed.
9. Each student should start this activity with a copy of his or her draft either printed on paper or open in a word-processing program. Students

will conduct three rereads of their own paper, each with a different focus. 
10. Students should choose two colors that they will use to mark their drafts, designating one color for vague descriptions and one for precise

descriptions.
11. Ask students to complete the revision including precise language and strong descriptions as needed. 
12. Have them make their revisions independently. Have them check their revised essay against the Narrative Revision Checklist

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 1 Extended Writing Project: Revise lesson
Grammar handout: Hyphenation Conventions

http://tinyurl.com/o3uo2bx


Blast: The Best Movies Ever!
http://tinyurl.com/o3uo2bx
Access Handout 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 42: Close Read
DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World’s Favorite Comic Book Heroes by Les Daniels
Skill Lesson: Precise Language

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Complete a close reading of an informational text.
● Practice and apply concrete strategies for analyzing informational text elements in an excerpt from DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's

Favorite Comic Book Heroes.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Prewrite, plan, and produce clear and coherent writing in response to a prompt.
● Explore background information about precise language in narrative writing.
● Read examples of precise language in a student model essay.

Standards:
Analyze Informational Text Elements
RI.11-12.1, RI.11-12.3, RI.11-12.4
Precise Language in Narrative Writing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.D, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.9.B, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.B, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D, SL.11-12.2, SL.11-12.6
Context in Word Meaning
L.11-12.4.A, L.11-12.4.C, L.11-12.4.D

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Contortions, guerrilla, obtuse, plagiarism, remanded, visualize, vivid, supplied, sensory language

Activities & Assessments:
1. Project the vocabulary words and definitions onto the board or provide students with a handout, so they can copy the vocabulary into their

notebooks.
2. Create a vocabulary review quiz using Socrative (http://socrative.com). Design multiple choice and/or short answer questions that require

students to apply their understanding of the vocabulary, then run the quiz as a "Space Race" allowing groups to compete against one another
to test their knowledge of the vocabulary.

3. Project the text onto the board and model a close reading of the first two paragraphs.

http://tinyurl.com/o3uo2bx
http://socrative.com/


4. Read the Skills Focus questions as a class, so your students know what they should pay close attention to as they read. Then have students
read and annotate the excerpt. As they reread the text, remind students to use the comprehension strategy of summarizing that they
learned in the First Read.

5. Have these students discuss and complete the text summary on the Access 4 handout and use their summary to help them analyze and
annotate the text by completing the Skills Focus questions.

6. In small, heterogeneous groups or pairs, ask students to answer and discuss the following questions:
● What does the response to the success of Superman and Batman show about the comic book industry? Cite specific textual evidence to

support your statements. 
● Why do you think the lawsuit DC filed against Fawcett took so many years to settle? Based on details in the text, what do you think were

the motives of DC and Fawcett? Cite specific evidence to support your opinion.
● To what do you attribute the popularity of comic book heroes? What does your conclusion say about the reason people bought and read

the comic books? Cite evidence to support your conclusion.
7. As a class, read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How can I use precise language to make my narrative more engaging? 
8. Ask students why precise language makes a story more engaging or realistic than vague language does. What do they already know about

the importance of precise language in a narrative? Can they think of a good example of a vivid description from a book or story they've
read? 

9. Have students view an image of a confusing or contradictory road sign, such as the one at: http://tinyurl.com/pjakpqy. Discuss how the
picture represents a lack of precise language, prompting students with questions such as:
● What is this sign telling people to do?
● Is it clear? If not, how could it be clarified?
● Why is it important for a road sign to be clear?
● What are some other examples of times when precision is important?

10. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question: How can I use precise language to make my narrative
more engaging?

11. Have students write a paragraph that describes a moment in a movie or story with which they are very familiar. (For instance, students might
choose to describe what Elsa felt and did during the scene in the movie Frozen when she leaves Arendelle to build her own ice palace in the
mountains.) Students should include as many sensory details and precise words as possible to describe what the character saw, felt, heard,
smelled, tasted, or did, as appropriate to the scene. Have students underline their sensory details and the precise words choices that
conveyed the sensory experiences.

12. Ask students to write their Blast response

Materials/Resources:
Close Read lesson on DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's Favorite Comic Book Heroes
DC Comics: Sixty Years of the World's Favorite Comic Book Heroes Vocabulary Worksheet
Speaking & Listening Handbook
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4
Blast: Precise Language

http://tinyurl.com/pjakpqy


http://tinyurl.com/pjakpqy
http://socrative.com

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Day 43: Blast
Our Stories, Ourselves
Extended Writing Project: Edit, Proofread, Publish

Student Learning Expectations: (Objectives)
● Explore background information about legends and the British national identity.
● Research using the hyperlinks to learn more about legends in every country's national identity.
● Identify editing, proofreading, and publishing skills.
● Edit and proofread text to finalize information, organization, language, and style, and to eliminate errors in grammar, punctuation, and

spelling.
● Use technology to produce and publish writing.
● Participate effectively in a range of conversations and collaborations to express ideas and build upon the ideas of others.
● Learn and practice strategies for following basic spelling rules.

Standards:
Text Analysis
RI.11-12.1
Edit and Proofread Narrative Writing
W.11-12.3.A, W.11-12.3.B, W.11-12.3.C, W.11-12.3.D, W.11-12.3.E, W.11-12.4, W.11-12.5, W.11-12.6, W.11-12.10
Collaborative Conversations
SL.11-12.1.A, SL.11-12.1.C, SL.11-12.1.D
Complex or Contested Usage
L.11-12.1.A, L.11-12.1.B, L.11-12.2.A, L.11-12.2.B, L.11-12.3.A

Key Terminology: (Vocabulary)
Impending, territories, heritage, glamorous, dislike, counterproductive, mortally, fleeing, whiner, truism, repellent, deference, tingly, allowance,
pining, supremacy, servile, conferring, propeller, remittance, hoeing, duly, stylize

Activities & Assessments:
1. As a class read aloud the title and driving question for this Blast: How do legends influence national identity? Ask students what they know

about legends and national identity. Do they have a sense of how legends influence national identities?
2. Have students view an image of King Arthur.  Discuss how the picture represents a legendary figure, prompting students with questions such

as:
● What is happening in this image?
● What objects are featured? Why?
● Does this depiction make Arthur seem like an epic hero? How?

http://tinyurl.com/pjakpqy
http://socrative.com/


● How might this representation inspire a sense of pride in people who consider themselves to be descendants of the king?
3. Have students refer to this Blast sentence frame on their Access handouts to draft their initial responses to the driving question. 
4. Have students read the Blast background to provide context for the driving question.
5. In their notebooks, ask students to make a two-column chart. In the first column, have them list national myths or legends they know or have

heard about. Then in the second column, have students note how that myth influences a national identity.
6. Ask students to write their Blast response 
7. Before students begin to edit their Hero Narratives, review with the class the writing prompt and directions.
8. Walk students through each item on the Proofreading Checklist on the Access handout.
9. Distribute the grammar handout on basic spelling rules. Have students review the examples on the handout.
10. Have students read through their narratives with a partner and circle any word where they think they may have spelled words incorrectly.
11. They can continue proofreading their narratives with a teacher or partner using the Proofreading Checklist on the Access 1 and 2 handouts.
12. Have students check their final draft against the checklist on their Access 4 handout to make sure they made all the edits needed.

Materials/Resources:
Grade 12, Unit 1 Extended Writing Project: Edit, Proofread, and Publish lesson
Grammar handout: Basic Spelling Rules I and II
Blast: Our Stories, Ourselves
Access Handouts 1, 2, 3, 4

Time Frame/Concepts & Content:
Days 44-45
Grade 12 Unit 1 Assessment


